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Abstract 
According to actual structure of High-speed Multi-stage cylinder linear induction motor (HSMCLIM), based on 
electromagnetic field theory, the mathematical model of the motor is deduced, which considers inter-stage coupling 
effect. In case of with and without fly-wheel diode in the control circuit, stator current, armature accelerating force 
and speed are discussed. Results indicate that with fly-wheel diode in the control circuit is favorable for motor 
efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 
The merit of linear induction motor is that its structure is simple and its compatibility is strong, 
specially it fits for high speed operation. According to function, it divides into three kinds[1-3]: force 
motor, work motor and energy motor. Force motor is applied in lower speed equipment, for example: 
valve lead move and jamb moving. Work motor is applied in extended service, for example: levitation 
train and so on. But energy motor is researched little in home[4]. energy motor is the motor which creates 
energy of motion in fast-time constant[5-7]. As shown in Fig 1, is high speed multi-stage linear induction 
motor. From operating principle, multi-stage linear induction motor is motivated by subsection current 
supply style. When the stage discharges, the remainder stages and armature are induced. The 
mathematical model of multi-stage linear induction motor is deduced, and stator current, armature 
accelerating force and speed in this 10 stage linear induction motor are analyzed in different control 
method. in this paper. 
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Figure 1. Two dimensional model of HSMCLIM 
2. The electromechanical coupling model of HSMCLIM
2.1 Magnetic field equation of HSMCLIM 
Because HSMCLIM is motivated by bank of capacitors, and there is diode in this circuit, this motor is 
not analyzed by motor theory. In this paper, the mathematical model of HSMCLIM is deduced from 
magnetic field-circuit-motion. 
To set up the electromechanical coupling model of HSMCLIM, assumption: 
(1) Without considerating armature transverse moving, assumption axial line center of armature and 
stator is coincidence. 
(2) Without considerating deforming of armature. 
Based on assumption above, when armature is in the first stage stator, the first stage stator magnetic 
field control equation: ( )( )
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Where,  
11A
s1
—vector magnetic potential in the first stage stator 
      V —armature speed  
      J —the first stage stator vector current density 
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φ—electric scalar potential  
ijA
ν
σ
—vector magnetic potential in the j stage stator created by the i stage stator  
—magnetic reluctivity 
—electric conductivity 
So, equation (1) is the first stage stator region control equation, equation (2) is the armature region 
control equation, equation (3) is air region control equation. 
Analogy, the M stage stator in the HSMCLIM magnetic field control equation: 
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Equation (4),(5),(6) consider the armature speed and coupling effects between the stator, so the 
dynamic performance of HSMCLIM is described in detail. 
2.2 The circuit equation of HSMCLIM 
As shown Fig 2 is equivalent circuit of HSMCLIM. 
From Fig 2, the circuit matrix equation of HSMCLIM is: 
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Figure 2. The equivalent circuit of HSMCLIM  
The middle link between the magnetic equation and circuit equation is EMF of stator. So, the key 
solution of magnetic field circuit coupling equation is EMF. Assumption the effective length of each turn 
of the N stage stator is , the numbers of turns is , and is divided M element. The EMF of stator is  L cn
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In like manner, the EMF of remainder stage stator are 、 、 … 、 .using those EMF 
substitute equation (7), we gain: 
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Equation (8) is simplified: 
UILRIA =−−∂
∂− ∗
dt
d
t
K   (9) 
Equation (6) and (9) describe each stage stator current inter-relationship. 
3. Emulation analysis of HSMCLIM  
3.1 Emulation and structure parameter  
Table 1 is each stage stator and armature structure parameter. Where, the stator is coiling by copper 
wire whose outer diameter is 4mm, and inner diameter is 2mm. the armature is coiling by copper wire 
whose diameter is 1mm, and mass is 1kg. Each stage capacitor voltage is 15kV, the capacity is 1.2mF, the 
distance between each stator is 10mm, when armature is in the center of each stator, each stator 
discharges. 
Table 1.  Structural parameter of prototype 
outer diameter/mm 59
inner diameter /mm 25 Armature 
length/mm 240 
outer diameter/mm 110 
inner diameter/mm 65 
length/mm 48 
Stator 
Number of  turns 40 
 
3.2 Analysis without fly-wheel diode  
As shown in Fig 3, circuit resistance external connection of each stator is 94mΩ, each stage control 
circuit adopts position control style in the software ANSOFT12.2. 
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Figure 3. Control circuit without fly-wheel diode 
As shown in Fig 4, is each stator current waveform without fly-wheel diode. From Fig 4, each stator 
current waveform is sinusoidal damp oscillation. And the current waveforms are accident, because the 
effects of each stator current impacts the current greatly. 
 
 
Figure 4. Each stage current curve without fly-wheel diode 
As shown Fig 5 and Fig 6, are the armature accelerating force and speed. From those graph, as the 
stage number increases, the armature accelerating force is reduced, and the efficiency is reduced. 
 
 
Figure 5. Armature accelerating force curve without fly-wheel diode 
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Figure 6. Armature speed curve without fly-wheel diode 
3.3 Analysis with fly-wheel diode 
In the same emulation condition, the control circuit changes into Fig 7. the fly-wheel diode is attached 
in the both ends of stator. So, capacitor do not reverse charging. As shown in Fig (8),(9),(10), are the each 
stator current, armature accelerating force and speed. 
Compare Fig (4),(5),(6),(8),(9),(10), for HSMCLIM, from stator current, armature accelerating force 
and speed, control circuit with fly-wheel diode is excelled without fly-wheel diode. 
 
 
Figure 7. Control circuit with fly-wheel diode 
 
 
Figure 8. Each stage current curve with fly-wheel diode 
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Figure 9. Armature accelerating force curve with fly-wheel diode 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Armature speed curve with fly-wheel diode 
4. Conclusion  
Based on electromagnetic field fundamental theory, the operation characteristic of HSMCLIM is 
pointed out, and the mathematical model is deduced. The stator current, armature accelerating force and 
speed are analyzed and compared in both control circuit. The results indicate: control circuit with fly-
wheel diode is excelled without fly-wheel diode. 
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